
Supervised Undergraduate Tutoring in Mathematics 
05:300:342:01 

Tuesday, 9:50am – 11:10am 
Graduate School of Education (ED) – Room 025B, College Avenue Campus 

Spring 2012 
 

Instructor:  Luis A. Leyva 
E-Mail Address:   luis.leyva@gse.rutgers.edu 
Office Hours:  Tuesdays, 1pm – 3pm, GSE 225, College Avenue or by appointment 
Mailbox:  GSE Learning & Teaching Suite, Room 215 
 
Course Background & Objectives: 
Most of your work in this class will consist of you serving as a tutor in a college algebra course and engaging in 
insightful discussions about your tutoring encounters during in-person/online class sessions.  I hope that 
tutoring will provide you with valuable teaching experience and, perhaps more importantly, the structure of 
the course will you give the opportunity to reflect on this experience.  At the end, I also hope that you: 

o understand the specific difficulties that students have with algebraic concepts, 
o deepen and strengthen your existing understanding of algebra, and 
o develop new ways of teaching students algebra. 

 
Course Duties:  
During this course, you are required to do the following: 

1.  Act as a tutor in a non-credit  bearing algebra class (640: 025, 026).  This involves 
o Attending the class at least once per week, and preferably twice. 
o Establishing a time when students can come see you for individual help.  It is very important that 

this time should be convenient to the students.  Before or after class in a nearby room is ideal.  
Office hours/tutoring sessions typically range between 1 and 2 weekly hours. 

 You should be proactive about meeting students during your arranged office 
hours/tutoring sessions.  Advertise your tutoring services to algebra students using 
distributable materials equivalent to business cards.  Hold extra tutoring sessions before 
exams.  Be creative!  If you do not arrange this suitably, your experience in this course will 
be considerably impoverished. 

o Additional activities, to be negotiated with the algebra course instructor.  These may include: 
 Correcting or writing feedback for quizzes and tests as approved by course instructor 
 Working with individual students or groups on mathematical tasks during class sessions 
 Developing and/or implementing problems or activities 
 Presenting sections of the algebra material on the board 

Note:  It is your responsibility to initiate communication with the college algebra course instructors 
before attending the first class session.  When you first meet the instructor, you should take time to 
talk with him or her about the tasks that you would like to be involved in.  As the semester progresses, 
either you or the instructor might like to suggest that you try different tasks in order to give you a 
range of experience as a student-tutor. 
 

2.  Attend our seminars on specif ied Tuesdays.  In seminars, we will discuss your tutoring 
experiences and assigned readings with a focus on students’ difficulties in understanding algebraic 
concepts.  You will also work together on mathematical tasks to deepen your existing mathematical 
understanding and improve your knowledge of links between different algebraic concepts. 

 
3.  Attend small  group meetings on specif ied Tuesdays.  During certain weeks that we do not 

meet for class seminars, you will be asked to meet with fellow tutors and me for 25 minutes in small 



groups of eight.  This will allow us to have more in-depth discussions about your successes and 
challenges as student-tutors.  The small groups and meeting times will be arranged during the first 
seminar in Week 1. 

 
Small group meetings will be held in the regular class location (Rutgers GSE, Room 025B) according 
to the following schedule: 
 

Student-Tutor Group A   9:50am – 10:15am 
Student-Tutor Group B   10:15am – 10:40am 
Student-Tutor Group C   10:40am – 11:05am 
 

Attendance during small group meetings scheduled for Week 5 (February 14th) and Week 12 (April 
3rd) is optional.  Student-tutors in attendance will be given the opportunity to receive in-person 
feedback on their drafts for the course’s two assigned papers along with discussion about their algebra 
tutoring experience thus far.  All students are still required to submit a journal entry prior to optional 
small group meetings. 

 
4.  Write a journal entry for every small  group meeting.  All journal entries must be submitted 

as Word documents via the Sakai Dropbox.  The deadline for electronic journal submissions is every 
Monday night (9pm) prior to ALL upcoming small group meetings.  For example, the first journal 
entry is due on Monday, January 23rd by 9pm.  In each journal entry (1-2 pages, double spaced), you 
should describe at least one tutoring experience that you had since our previous small group meeting.  
Your descriptions of the algebra tutoring experience(s) should consist of the following: 

 
 What difficulty did the student have? 
 What did you do to address the cause of the student’s difficulty? 
 To what extent were you successful? 
 What, if anything, did you learn from the tutoring experience? 
 What do you think the root of the student’s difficulty was?  Was it faulty arithmetic, weak 

conceptual understanding, lack of motivation, math anxiety, etc.?  Why do you think so?     
 What can be learned about teaching mathematics from this experience? 
 
Being unsuccessful is okay and often leads to worthwhile learning experiences for pre-service 
mathematics teachers.  Tutoring this population of students is hard.  What difficulties did you 
have?  What issues would you like advice on? 
 
If you did not tutor any students during your office hours/tutoring sessions, you may consider 
writing about any individual interactions you may have had in the algebra class such as assisting 
with group activities or guiding a student through a specific problem.  However, one-on-one 
tutoring interactions are more preferable for discussion in your journal entries.  How will try 
to be more successful in recruiting students for your future office hour/tutoring sessions? 
 

5. Actively participate in online Sakai discussions.  During weeks that we do not meet for 
seminars and small group meetings, the class will engage in online discussions about students’ 
common errors/struggles and effective one-on-one tutoring interventions themed according to the 
algebra courses’ planned curricula.  These online conversations are meant to serve as intellectual, 
supportive exchanges of ideas, suggestions, and personal tutoring experiences so fellow algebra 
student-tutors can learn from one another. 

 
Online writing group will consist of eight fellow student-tutors (different from small meeting groups) 



whose group membership will rotate over the course of the semester.  Each student is responsible in 
initiating at least one new discussion thread and responding to at least 3 fellow students’ posts by 
Tuesday nights (9pm) specified in the Weekly Course Outline.  For example, the first set of 
online posts and responses is due by Tuesday, January 31st at 9pm.  These online posts are not 
formally written papers or journal entries; rather, they are ongoing segments of peer conversation 
meant to enhance your instructional skills as effective algebra student-tutors.     
 
You will receive points based on the relevance, thoughtfulness, and timeliness of your Sakai 
discussion posts.  The following are some general discussion guidelines to ensure that you and your 
classmates capitalize on a meaningful, insightful online learning experience:   
 

 Submit online discussion posts and responses in a t imely manner.   Follow the 
discussion board deadlines posted on Sakai.  Do not wait until the last minute.  Responding to 
your classmates’ posts is one of your course responsibilities.  Keep in mind that late posts 
jeopardize your peers’ online contributions and grades. 

 Provide relevant,  detai led responses to discussion prompts and peers’  posts.   
Capitalize on your tutoring experiences, small group/seminar conversations, and course 
readings to support any opinions and suggestions in your discussion posts.  

 Use academic language (not “texting language” as you might use on cell  
phones with friends) for your online discussions.  Be sure to cite any materials, 
concepts, ideas, or text derived from other sources.  

 
6. Collect two feedback forms from the algebra course instructor.   You will be given 

feedback forms on Week 4 and Week 11 to give to the algebra course instructor and return to me.  
These forms provide me with feedback on your student-tutor performance in the middle and at the 
end of the spring semester.   

 
7.  Complete two course assignments.   For each assignment, you have the opportunity to submit a 

draft (Week 5 for Paper #1; Week 11 for Paper #2), receive feedback, and make improvements 
before submitting the finalized version for a grade.  The following are brief descriptions of the two 
course assignments and their intended learning outcomes for you as mathematics educators: 

 
 Tutoring PD Plan:  A short professional development plan that outlines appropriate 

tutoring interventions and strategies for a particular algebraic topic.  Choose a challenging 
concept or procedure introduced in your algebra course thus far.  If you were running a 
training session for future algebra student-tutors, what are some key tutoring 
recommendations that you would make to help struggling students understand this topic?  
What are some potential student difficulties that student-tutors can expect with this algebraic 
concept?  How will your plan’s designed tutoring intervention address these difficulties?  In 
what ways can future student-tutors introduce or represent the concept in different ways that 
appeal to students’ varying modes of understanding?  Be sure to reference elements from your 
personal tutoring experiences, course activities/readings, and online discussion posts.       

        
 Reflection Paper: A critical analysis that highlights your educational growth as a student-

tutor OR the tracked learning progress of a particular student throughout the algebra course.  
Each of these paper topics must be developed using specific references of tutored algebraic 
topics, your one-on-one tutoring experiences, and seminar/small group/online discussions.  
This includes mention of employed teaching techniques, use of different forms of 
mathematical representation, skill-building support, possible in-class interventions, and so on.   

o For papers about your student-tutor development, consider the following questions:  



What are some initial struggles and challenges that you encountered as a student-
tutor?  Which algebraic topics proved to be most difficult to tutor and why?  How did 
you overcome these instructional obstacles?  Were they any major turning points in 
your experience as an algebra student-tutor?  How has student-tutoring prepared you 
for your future role as a high school mathematics teacher? 

o For papers about a student’s algebraic learning progress, consider the following 
questions:  What are some learning struggles and mathematical misconceptions that 
the student demonstrated?  Were there any specific algebraic topics that the student 
found particularly difficult to understand?   Why do you think so?  How did the one-
on-one tutoring sessions play role in the students’ growth as a mathematical learner?  
What are some critical learning moments that took place both during and outside of 
your tutoring sessions?   

 
Course Readings: 
There are no required textbooks for this course.  Students will be responsible for reading selected articles 
available on the Sakai course site.  Seminar activities and discussions will supplement these posted readings.   
 
Course Grading Scheme: 
Your grade in the course will consist of your grades on each of the two course assignments, your class 
participation (both online and in seminars/small group meetings), and your overall tutoring experience.  
Improper behavior in your college algebra classroom may result  in a substantial  penalty 
for your f inal grade, including fai l ing the class.   Please act appropriately in your college algebra 
classroom:  show up for your scheduled appointments, arrive at least 10-15 minutes early to all algebra class 
sessions, treat the algebra instructor with respect, behavior professionally during weekly lectures, etc.  
 
The following grading scheme lists all assignments and their respective weights in a student’s final grade: 
   Seminar & Small Group Engagement  10% 
    -  Class Attendance 
    -  Class Participation 
   Online Sakai Course Discussions  15% 
   College Algebra Tutoring Experience  15% 
    -  Midterm Instructor Feedback 
    -  Final Instructor Feedback 
   Small  Group Meeting Journal Entries  15%    
   Tutoring Professional Development Plan 20% 
   Final Reflection Paper    25% 
  
Attendance & Class Participation Policies:  
 
I.   Class Attendance 
Seminars and small group meetings provide pre-service mathematics teachers with practical and theoretical 
insights into the development of interactive, effective algebra tutoring interventions.  Thus, a strong class 
attendance record allows students to take full advantage of the course’s pedagogical offerings that will enhance 
their instructional approaches to challenging algebraic concepts and procedures.  Students are fully 
responsible for all seminar/small group meeting notes, peer discussions, and teaching 
activities/demonstrations missed during their absences.  
 
If a student intends on being absent from an upcoming seminar or small group meeting, he/she must present 
a valid note from an academic dean, health practitioner, or other professional source to excuse the class 
absence.  Such notes must be provided to the course instructor as soon as possible (ideally, one week prior to 



the missed session).  As per the Rutgers University Health Services policy, “medical excuse notes will not be 
provided by Rutgers Health Services for minor or common illnesses.”  Please refer to Rutgers University 
Health Services policy on medical excurse notes for absent students as they will not be accepted by the course 
instructor: http://rhsmedical.rutgers.edu/faq#missed-class. 
 
If a student is absent from a seminar or small group meeting for unforeseen circumstances (i.e. family death, 
serious injury), he/she must communicate this personal situation (via e-mail or in person) with the course 
instructor no later than 24 hours after the missed class.  Appropriate arrangements for make-up assignments 
will be made during this instructor-student communication depending on the nature of the unexcused class 
absence.  Class absences deemed unexcused by both the course instructor and Rutgers GSE Office of 
Academic Services are not entitled for make-up work and/or receiving missed Class Attendance credit. 
 
II.  Class Participation 
During seminars and small group meetings, student-tutors will engage in hands-on investigations and active 
reflections on appropriate tutoring strategies for the college algebra student population.  Use of cell phones, 
laptops, and other electronic devices is strict ly prohibited during class sessions; non-compliance will result 
in a reduction of Class Participation credit.  Active class participation is defined as a students’ full investment 
in weekly course proceedings in the five following ways: 

o critical and respectful attention to instructional materials presented by both the course instructor and 
fellow students  (i.e. taking notes, asking questions) 

o engagement in full 80-minute seminars and 25-minute small group meetings as a valued classroom 
community member  

o analytic and reflective contributions to discussions pertaining to tutoring experiences 
o preparation for class responsibilities including journal entry sharing and seminar readings 
o collaborative, supportive involvement in group mathematical tasks and brainstorming activities 

 
Late Assignment Policy: 
The instructor will lower a students’ grade on a late assignment submission by a half-letter grade for each day 
(< 24 hours) after the specified deadlines on the Weekly Course Outline and/or assignment 
instructions/rubric handouts.  For example, if a student submits an assignment at 10:00am on February 8th 
with an indicated deadline of 11:00am on February 7rd, the instructor will begin grading the student’s 
assignment from a 95/100 (rather than a 100/100) as per the course’s Late Assignment Policy.  
 
Learning Accommodations: 
Rutgers University is committed to providing an environment where all students can equally participate in the 
academic experience.  In effect, every individual and every administrative unit is pledged to make a good faith 
effort to provide equality of educational access/opportunity to qualified students with disabilities by making 
reasonable accommodations.  Students requiring special assistance must speak to the course instructor after 
the first class meeting. 
 
Academic Integrity Policy: 
Please refer to the Academic Integrity Policy for Rutgers undergraduate and graduate students available at 
http://academicintegrity.rutgers.edu/integrity.shtml.  This policy will be strictly enforced in the Modern High 
School Mathematics course. 
 
Academic Honesty: 
-  The Rutgers University Code of Student Conduct can be accessed at 
http://policies.rutgers.edu/PDF/Section10/10.2.11-current.pdf.   
 
-  For further information about the university’s Academic Integrity Policy, please visit 



http://studentconduct.rutgers.edu/academic-integrity.   
 
-  Related regulations may also be found under the Academic Policies and Procedures section of the Rutgers 
Graduate School of Education catalog found at http://catalogs.rutgers.edu/generated/gse_current/pg32.html. 
 
For any and all assignments and class activities, including small group journal entries, biweekly online 
discussion posts, papers, feedback forms, and any other class-related work, no copying of any kind is allowed, 
unless copied text is placed within quotations and the author/source is appropriately cited.  Clear evidence of 
extensive plagiarism will likely result in a grade of F for the assignment and course. 
 
Weekly Course Outline: 
 
Week 1  January 17 th   Seminar:  Course Planning & Overview 
 
Week 2  January 24th   Small Group Meeting:  Tutoring Workshop 
 
Week 3  January 31st   Sakai Discussion:  Integers & Algebraic Expressions 
 
Week 4  February 7 th   Seminar:  Fundamentals & Word Problems 
         Reading #1 Due 
  
Week 5***  February 14th   Small Group Meeting  
         Paper #1 Draft  (optional)  
 
Week 6  February 21st   Sakai Discussion:  Rational Expressions & Functions  
 
Week 7  February 28 th  Seminar: Graphing Lines & Solving Systems 
         Reading #2 Due 
 
Week 8  March 6th   Small Group Meeting;  Paper #1 & Feedback Due 
 
Week 9  March 13th     SRPING RECESS    
 
Week 10  March 20th   Sakai Discussion:  Polynomials & Exponents        
 
Week 11  March 27th   Seminar:  Factoring & Rational Expressions 
         Reading #3 Due 
 
Week 12***  April 3rd   Small Group Meeting; Paper #2 Draft  (optional)  
 
Week 13  April 10th   Sakai Discussion:  Radicals, Quadratics & Complex #s 
 
Week 14  April 17th   Small Group Meeting 
         Reading #4 Due   
 
Week 15  April  24 th   Seminar:  Wrap Up & Conclusion 
        Paper #2 & Feedback Due     
*** denotes OPTIONAL attendance for small group meetings 
 

     Syl labus subject to change  


